
qcccl 3974 ** Paphos.[{qcccl}
 
quake 1790 ** X {quake}, X trembled.
 
quake 4579 ** move, {quake}, shake.
 
quarrel 1758 ** entangle with, have a {quarrel} against, urge.
 
quarrel 3437 ** {quarrel}.
 
quarter 1137 ** corner, {quarter}.
 
quarter 3836 ** from every {quarter}.
 
quarter 5117 ** coast, licence, place, X plain, {quarter}, + rock, room,
where.
 
Quartus 2890 ** {Quartus}.
 
quaternion 5069 ** {quaternion}.
 
queen 0938 ** {queen}.
 
quench 4570 ** go out, {quench}.
 
quenched 0762 ** not to be {quenched}, unquenchable.
 
question 0350 ** ask, {question}, discern, examine, judge, search.
 
question 1458 ** accuse, call in {question}, implead, lay to the charge.
 
question 1905 ** ask (after, questions), demand, desire, {question}.
 
question 2213 ** {question}.
 
question 2214 ** {question}.
 
question 2919 ** avenge, conclude, condemn, damn, decree, determine,
esteem, judge, go to (sue at the) law, ordain, call in {question}, sentence
to, think.
 
question 3056 ** account, cause, communication, X concerning, doctrine,
fame, X have to do, intent, matter, mouth, preaching, {question}, reason, +
reckon, remove, say(-ing), shew, X speaker, speech, talk, thing, + none of
these things move me, tidings, treatise, utterance, word, work.
 
question 4802 ** dispute (with), enquire, {question} (with), reason
(together).
 
questions 1905 ** ask (after, {questions}), demand, desire, question.
 
quick 2198 ** life(-time), (a-)live(-ly), {quick}.
 
quicken 2227 ** make alive, give life, {quicken}.
 
quicken 4806 ** {quicken} together with.
 
quickly 1722 ** about, after, against, + almost, X altogether, among, X as,
at, before, between, (here-)by (+ all means), for (...sake of), + give self
wholly to, (here-)in(-to, -wardly), X mightily, (because) of, (up-)on,
[open-]ly, X outwardly, one, X {quickly}, X shortly, [speedi-]ly, X that, X
there(-in, -on), through(-out), (un-)to(-ward), under, when, where(-with),
while, with(-in).
 
quickly 5030 ** hastily, {quickly}, shortly, soon, suddenly.
 
quickly 5032 ** out [run], {quickly}, shortly, sooner.
 
quickly 5034 ** + {quickly}, + shortly, + speedily.
 
quickly 5035 ** lightly, {quickly}.
 
quicksands 4950 ** {quicksands}.
 
quiet 2263 ** {quiet}.
 
quiet 2270 ** cease, hold peace, be {quiet}, rest.
 
quiet 2272 ** peaceable, {quiet}.
 
quiet 2687 ** appease, {quiet}.
 
quietness 1515 ** one, peace, {quietness}, rest, + set at one again.
 
quietness 2271 ** {quietness}, silence.
 
quit 0407 ** {quit} like men.
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